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This examination yt X made Yo the understanding that the evidence is connected with an offfcial 

investigation of a criminal matter and that the Laboratory report will be used for official purposes only, related 

to the investigation or a subsequent criminal prosecution. Authorization cannot be granted for the use of the 
Laboratory report in connection with a civil proceeding. 
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I Examination requested by: Addressee 

Reference: See below 

Examination requested: Firearms - Spectrographic - Microscopic Analyses - 
Fingerprint - Document : 

Specimens: 

Evidence received from Special Agent Elmer L. Todd, Washington Field 
Office of the FBI on 11/22/63: 

- Ql Bullet from stretcher 

Evidence received from Special Agent Orin Bartlett of the FBI on 11/22/63: 

Q2 Bullet fragment from front seat cushion rep b "ae 
Q3 Bullet fragment from beside front seat | ba pot RE 

2-Chief, U. S. Secret Service gh 

2-FBI, Dallas _ an 
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e ence received from Special Agent James W. Sibert and Special Agent 

 rancis O'Neill, Jr., of the Baliimore Office of the FBI on 11/23/63: 

Dp Metal fragment from the Presicent’s head 

ao Metal fragment from the President's head 

Evidence received from Special Agent Vin cent E. Drain of the Dalias Cifice 

of the FBI on 11/23/63: 

J -- Q6 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano 
cariridys case from building 

» QT 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano 
car yido> case from pbuilding 

°Q38 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano 
car: ridge from rifle 

Q9 Metal fragment from arm of Cc vernor doha C onnglly 

QO Wrapping paper in shape of 2 iurge bag 

Qll Suspect's shirt 

Q12 Blanket 

Q13 Bullet from Officer Tippett 

Kl 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher -C: i. 3ho nif. wich telescope sight, Serial 

No. C2766 

; 

K2 Paper and tape sample from shipping de oartment, Texas Public School 

Book Depository 

K3 .38 Special Smith and Wesson © ¥Oive:. <1 No. V510210, Assembly 

No. 65248 

: 

Zyidence obtained by FBI Laboravsry perso. nel quring examination of the 

President's limousine: 

Ql4 Three metal fragments recovered from rear floor board carpet 

Ql5 Scraping from inside surface of windshield 

Also Submitted: Photograph of riic, Ki 

Finger and palm prints of Lee Harvey Oswald 

Results of examinations: 

The bullet, Ql, is 2 6.5 millimet + Mannlicher-Carcano rifle 

pullet. Specimen Ql weighs 158. 6 erains. it consists of a copper alloy 

jacket with a lead core. 
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Specimen Q2 is aportio ! tae, cove af a rifle bullet. Specimen 

“sweighs 44.6 grains and is composed of a oction of the copper alloy 

eket and a portion of the lead core. Specimen @3 is a portion o: the vase 

ection of a copper alloy rifle bull:i. @3 weighs 21.0 grains and is composed 

of a section of the jacket from whiei: xc lead core is missing. It could not 

be determined whether specimens © :5! @5 ©» portions of the same 

bullet or are portions of two separ... .llets 

The rifle, Kl, is a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano Italian 

military rifle Model 91/38. Test bullets were fired from this rifle for 

comparison with specimens Ql], Q2 andQ@3. Asa result, Ql, Q2 and Q3 

were identified as having been fired from the submitted rifle. 

Specimens Q6 and Q7 are 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano 

cartridge cases. They were manufactured by the Western Cartridge 

Company, East Alton, Illinois, as was the 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher- 

Carcano cartridge, Q8. 

Test cartridge cases obtuined from the submitted rifle were 

compared with specimens Q6 and@7. Asa result, specimens Q6 and Q7 

were identified as having been fired in this rifle.” The bullet, Q13, from 

Officer Tippett, is a .38 Special copper-coated lead bullet. QIJ3 weighs 

156.6 grains and possesses the physical characteristics of 158 grain 

Western-Winchester revolver bullets. The surface of Q13 is so badly 

mutilated that there are not sufficient individual microscopic characteris - 

rk tics present for identification purposes. It was determined, however, that 

. the .38 Special Smith and Wesson revolver, K3, is among those weapons 

which produce general rifling impressions of the type found on Q13. 

The lead metal of Q4and Q5, Q9, Q14 and QI is similar to the 

lead of the core of the bullet fragment, Q2. 

A small tuft of textile fibers was found adhering to a jagged area, 

on the left side of the metal butt plate on the KI gun. Included in this tuft 

of fibers were gray-black, dark blue and orange -yellow cotton fibers which 

match in microscopic characteristics the eray-black, dark blue and 

orange-yellow cotton fibers composing the QU shirt of the suspect. These 

fibers could have originated from this shirt. 

PC-78243 BX 
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A single brown viscose fiber and several light green cotton 

ibers were found adhering to the Q10 paper bag. These fibers match in 

7 microscopic characteristics the brown viscose fibers and light green cotton 

fibers present in the composition of the Ql2 blanket and could have 

originated from this blanket. 

It is pointed out, however, that fibers do not exhibit sufficient 

individual microscopic characte risties to be positively identified as 

originating from a particular source to the exclusion of all others. 

j No fibers were found on the Kl gun that could be associated with 

j the Q12 blanket and no fibers were 5% ad on the Q10 paper bag that could 

be associated with the Qll shirt. 
seri 4 

from the Q12 blanket and Qll shir aus beer placed in pillboxes for possible 

future comparisons. These pill sxc and wlass microscope slides 

containing fibers removed from XJ and Qi. are being temporarily retained 

in the Laboratory for possible fiiure comparisuns with additional items of 

the suspect's clothing should they be recovered. 

The debris, including torcign textile fibers and hairs, removed 

The Q12 blanket has been folded double and one corner has been 

folded in and pinned with a safety pin. A length of white cotton cord has 

- peen tied around this corner giving ita triangular-shaped appearance as « 

= if it had once contained a long object. 
4 

The paper of the wrapping and the tape, Q10, were found to a 

ah the same observable physical characteristics as the known wrapping paper ~ 

‘and tape, K2, from the Texas Public School Book Depository. , yu 

fr 
The inside surface of specimen Q10 did not disclose markings vi 

A yy identifiable with the rifle, Kl. A number ol indentations, folds and 

Ve extraneous markings appear on the inner surface of the Q10 wrapping. 

WA The latent prints appearing in the photograph taken of the rifle, 

Kl, by the Dallas Police Department, are too fragmentary and indistinct 

to be of any value for identification purposes. Photographs of this weapon 

taken by this Bureau also failed to produce prints of sufficient legibility for 

comparison purposes. 
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RK ‘4 which was identified with the I Oswald in addition, one late 

A latent fingerprint was de 2 On the Wrapping paper, @10, inger impression of Lee Harvey 

AS 
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nt palm print developed on 5 Cimen Q10 
was identified with the right naim prant of Cswald, ve 2 i No latent prints af value were Fc. cleped on Oswald's revolver, 

y the cartridge cases, the untired cariridgo, the clip in the rifle or the 
j inner parts of the rifle, 9 Et : | ERIE A TT RIA 

pecimens Q] through C3 a77 , Laboratory until called for by « y Pepresentative of the U 

S 

ro
b 
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- S. Secret Service, 

P } ores Ie finger, rints and alm 
prints of Oswald are being retai-oc ess ? 

ADDENDUM TO FBI, DALLAS. fr 1} 2 ‘i WwW 2 ro || & ; 
; You should attempt to obtain the remaining items of Clothing suspect 
4 is believed to have worn during the Shooting for comparisons with the other fibers found on the Kl gun. You should also obtain fingernail scrapings from the suspect for examination to determine if any fibers are contained therein 

which match the fibers in the Q12 blanket. 
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Kl, KE and KS are being returned ; \ 
42, 

nt py Special A © Vincent } - Drain of the 
Dallas E ield Office of thic Bure: OSrapn of the latent print 
on the rifle is being returned Se)


